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ABSTRACT

According to the present invention, there is provided a method of treating meibomian gland dysfunction in a mammal wherein an occlusion blocks at least a portion of the flow of naturally occurring secretion out of a gland channel orifice. The invention comprises selecting a device capable of delivering a jet of heated medium. The device is positioned such that when the jet is applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid, proximate to the gland channel orifice, a jet of heated medium is applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid proximate to the gland channel orifice at a pressure of from about 2 psi to about 30 psi. Application of the jet of heated medium is maintained for sufficient time to loosen, break up, fracture, soften or liquefy at least a portion of the occlusion such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed. In an exemplary embodiment, the medium is water heated to a temperature of between about 42° C. and about 46° C. Depending on the particular type and composition of the obstruction, the fluid jet operates to melt or soften the obstruction and to milkingly move the corpus of the softened obstruction up the gland channel from the end opposite the meibomian gland orifice and out of the gland orifice. Repeated application of the heated fluid jet may also be necessary to soften and/or express the obstruction.
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CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED DOCUMENTS

This application is a Continuation-In-Part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/434,033 filed May 15, 2006 and entitled Method and Apparatus for Treating Meibomian Gland Dysfunction Employing Fluid Jet to Grenon et al., which claims priority benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 60/700,233, filed Jul. 18, 2005, both of which are hereby incorporated by reference.


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to the field of treatment of the meibomian glands in humans to restore natural secretory function of lipids there from and to the tear film of the eye.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The human body contains a number of glands including the lacrimal and meibomian glands of the eye, the sebaceous or pilo-sebaceous hair glands on the face and underarms, and the mammary glands in the breasts. These glands may malfunction due to age, irritation, environmental conditions, cellular debris, inflammation, hormonal imbalance and other causes. One common disease state of the eyelid glands is the restriction or stoppage of the natural fluid of fluid out of the gland caused by an obstruction.

In the human eye, the tear film covering the ocular surfaces is composed of three layers. The innermost layer in contact with the ocular surface is the mucous layer comprised of many mucins. The middle layer comprising the bulk of the tear film is the aqueous layer, and the outermost layer is a thin (less than 250 nm) layer comprised of many lipids known as "meibum" or "sebum". The sebum is secreted by the meibomian glands, enlarged specialized sebaceous-type glands (hence, the use of "sebum" to describe the secretion) located on both the upper and lower eye lids, with orifices designed to discharge the lipid secretions onto the lid margins, thus forming the lipid layer of the tear film. The typical upper eyelid has about 25 meibomian glands and the lower eyelid has about 20 meibomian glands, which are somewhat larger than those located in the upper lid. The meibomian gland comprises various sac-like acini which discharge the secretion into the main central duct of the gland. The secretion then passes into the orifices which are surrounded by smooth muscle tissue and the muscle of Riolan which are presumed to aid in the expression of sebum. The meibomian gland orifices open onto the lid margin at and around the junction of the inner mucous membrane and the outer skin of the eyelids termed the mucocutaneous junction.

Specifically, each meibomian gland has a straight long central duct lined with four epithelial layers on the inner surface of the duct. Along the length of the central duct there are multiple lateral out-pouching structures, termed acini, where the secretion of the gland is manufactured. The inner lining of each acinus differs from the main central duct in that these specialized cells provide the secretions of the meibomian gland. The secretions flow from each acinus to the duct. While it has not been established with certainty, there appears to be a valve system between each acinus and the central duct to retain the secretion until it is required, at which time it is discharged in to the central duct. The meibomian secretion is then stored in the central duct and is released through the orifice of each gland onto the lid margin. Blinking and the squeezing action of the muscle of Riolan surrounding the meibomian glands are thought to be the primary mechanism to open the orifice for the release of secretion from the meibomian gland.

Blinking causes the upper lid to pull a sheet of the lipids secreted by the meibomian glands upward over the other two layers of the tear film, thus forming a type of protective coating which limits the rate at which the underlying layers evaporate. Thus, it will be seen that a defective lipid layer or an incorrect quantity of such lipids can result in accelerated evaporation of the aqueous layer which, in turn, causes symptoms such as itchiness, burning, irritation, and dryness, which are collectively referred to as "dry eye".

Dry eye states have many etiologies. A common cause of common dry eye states is the condition known as "meibomian gland dysfunction" (MGD), a disorder where the glands are obstructed or occluded. A common cause of common dry eye states is a disorder where the glands are obstructed or occluded, usually referred to as "meibomian gland dysfunction" (MGD). As employed herein the terms "occluded" and "obstruction" as they relate to meibomian gland dysfunction are defined as partially or completely blocked or plugged meibomian glands, or any component thereof, having a solid, semi-solid or thickened congealed secretion and/or plug, leading to a compromise, or more specifically, a decrease or cessation of secretion. Also with a reduced or limited secretion the meibomian gland may be compromised by the occluded or obstructive condition as evidenced by a yellowish color indicating a possible infection state, or may be other-wise compromised so that the resulting protective lipid protective film is not adequate.

Meibomitis, an inflammation of the meibomian glands leading to their dysfunction, is usually accompanied by blepharitis (inflammation of the lids). Meibomian gland dys-function may accompany meibomitis, or meibomian gland dysfunction may be present without obvious lid inflammation. Meibomian gland dysfunction is frequently the result of keratotic obstructions which partially or completely block the meibomian gland orifices and/or the central duct (canal) of the gland, or possibly the acini or acini valves (assuming they do in fact exist) or the acini's junction with the central duct. Such obstructions compromise the secretory functions of the individual meibomian glands. More particularly, these keratotic obstructions are comprised of bacteria, sebaceous ground substance, dead, and/or desquamated epithelial cells, see, Korb, et al., Meibomian Gland Dysfunction and Contact Lens Intolerance, Journal of the Optometric Association, Vol. 51, Number 3, (1980), pp. 243-251. While meibomitis is obvious by inspection of the external lids, mild to moderate and even severe obstructive meibomian gland dysfunction may not be obvious even when examined with the magnification of the slit-lamp biomicroscope, since there may not be external signs or the external signs may be so minimal that they are overlooked. The external signs of obstructive meibomian gland dysfunction may be limited to subtle alterations of the meibomian gland orifices, overgrowth of the epithelium of the lid margins over the orifices, and pouting of the orifices of the glands with congealed material acting as
obstructions. The external signs of obstructive meibomian gland dysfunction in severe to very severe instances may be obvious, and include serration and distortion of the shape of the lid margins. While inflammation is not usually present with mild to moderate obstructive meibomian gland dysfunction, with severe to very severe instances of obstructive meibomian gland dysfunction, inflammation may be present.

Hormonal changes, which occur during menopause and particularly changing estrogen levels, can result in thickening of the oils secreted by the meibomian glands which results in clogged gland orifices. Further, decreased estrogen levels may also enhance conditions under which staphylococcal bacteria can proliferate. This can cause migration of the bacteria into the glands, thus resulting in a decreased secretion rate.

When the flow of secretions from the meibomian gland is restricted due to the existence of an obstruction, cells on the eyelid margin have been observed to grow over the gland orifice thus further restricting sebum flow and exacerbating the dry eye condition. Additional factors which may cause or exacerbate meibomian gland dysfunction include, age, disorders of blinking, activities such as computer use which compromise normal blinking, contact lens wear and hygiene, cosmetic use or other illness.

The state of an individual meibomian gland can vary from optimal, where clear meibomian fluid is produced; to mild or moderate meibomian gland dysfunction where milky fluid or inspissated or creamy secretion is produced; to total blockage where no secretion of any sort can be obtained (see Korb, et al., “Increase in Tear Film Lipid Layer Thickness Following Treatment of Meibomian Gland Dysfunction”, Lacrimal Gland, tear Film, ad Dry Eye Syndromes, pp. 293-298, Edited by D. A. Sullivan, Plenum Press, New York (1994)). Significant chemical changes of the meibomian gland secretions occur with meibomian gland dysfunction and consequently, the composition of the normally occurring tear film is altered, which in turn, contributes to ocular disease which is generally known as “dry eye”.

While the tear film operates as a singular entity and all of the layers thereof are important, the lipid layer, which is secreted from the meibomian glands, is of particular significance as it functions to slow the evaporation of the underlying layers and to lubricate the eyelid during blinking, both of which prevents dry eye and epitheliopathies.

Thus, to summarize, the meibomian glands of mammalian (e.g., human) eyelids secrete oils that prevent evaporation of the underlying tear film and provide lubrication to the eye. These glands can become blocked or plugged by various mechanisms leading to excess evaporation of the tear film, compromised lubrication and so-called “dry eye syndrome”. While not the only cause, meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) is known to be a major cause of dry eye syndrome. The disorder is characterized by a blockage of some sort within the meibomian glands or at their surface preventing normal lipid secretions from flowing. Such secretions serve to lubricate the eye, hence their absence can cause dry eye syndrome. Obstructions or occlusions of the meibomian glands may be present over at the orifice of the gland, in the main channel of the gland, or possibly in other locations including the passages from the acini to the main channel which may be narrowed or blocked. It has been theorized that the acini of the glands may have valves at their junction with the main channel of the gland. The inventors theorize that if these valves exist, they may also become obstructed in some instances leading to reduced or blocked flow from the acini. These obstructions or occlusions may have various compositions.

In response to the foregoing, various treatment modalities have been developed in order to treat the dry eye condition, including drops which are intended to replicate and replace the natural tear film, pharmaceuticals which are intended to stimulate the tear producing cells, and various heating devices which are designed to assist in unblocking the meibomian glands. Other techniques involve manual expression of the glands.

Eye drops such as Refresh®, Soothe® and Systane® brand eyedrops are designed to closely replicate the naturally occurring healthy tear film. However, their use and administration is merely a treatment of symptoms and not of the underlying cause. Further, the use of drops is generally for an indefinite length of time and consequently, extended use can become burdensome and costly. Pharmaceutical modalities such as the use of tetracycline have also been suggested to treat meibomian gland dysfunction and one such treatment is disclosed in United States Patent Publication no. US2003/011426 titled “Method for Treating Meibomian Gland Disease”, U.S. Pat. No. 6,455,583 titled “Method for Treating Meibomian Gland Disease” to Pfliugfelder et al. and PCT Publication No. WO 99/58131 titled “Use of Tetracyclines for Treating Meibomian Gland Disease”. However, this treatment has not proven to be universally clinically effective, and it may be unnecessary in cases where meibomian gland dysfunction is the result of obstruction of the gland without infection. The use of corticosteroids have also been proposed to treat meibomian gland dysfunction as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,153,607 titled “Non-preserved Topical Corticosteroid for Treatment of Dry Eye, filamentary Keratitis, and Delayed Tear Clearance (or Turnover) to Pfliugelder et al. Again, this proposed treatment appears to treat the symptoms of dry eye, as opposed to treatment of the underlying cause. Additionally, the use of topically applied androgens or androgen analogues have also been used to treat acute dry eye signs and symptoms in keratoconjunctivitis Sicca as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,958,912 and U.S. Pat. No. 6,107,289 both titled “Ocular Therapy in Keratoconjunctivitis Sicca Using Topically Applied Androgens or TGF-B” and both issued to Sullivan.

Most knowledgeable doctors agree that heat is beneficial in treating MGD. Depending upon the nature of the obstruction, heat may be beneficial in actually melting or loosening the obstructing material, permitting the gland to begin production and excretion of lipids and other fluids more freely. However, no good method of applying localized heat to the eyelids and controlling the amount of heat applied is presently commercially available.

One modality for the heat treatment of meibomian gland dysfunction is disclosed in European Patent Application serial no. PCT/GB2003/004782 titled “Eyelid Margin Wipes Comprising Chemical Means for Temperature Adjustment”. As disclosed in this patent application, a wipe is provided wherein prior to use, a chemical agent is activated that will heat the wipe to about 32°C to about 40°C. The hot wipe is then applied to the lids and manual expression can then be used to unblock the ducts. This method is not without drawbacks in that lid irritation can be exacerbated by non-specific heating.

Another method of heating the eyelids and meibomian glands uses near infrared (NIR) radiation. More specifically, two hard eye patches were attached to an eye mask according to the pupillary distance of the subject. The eye mask was held in place by an elastic headband. Each patch employed 19 light emitting diodes, emitting near infrared radiation from 850 nm to 1050 nm, with a peak at 940 nm. The device produced 10 mW/cm² of energy operating on electrical power. Goto, E., et
al. Treatment of Non-Inflamed Obstructive Meibomian Gland dysfunction by an Infrared Warm Compression Device, British Journal of Ophthalmology, Vol. 86 (2002), pp. 1403-1407. This device is designed as a non-contact infrared heating mask using IR light emitting diodes. However, there are many potential problems with use of an IR heating mechanism. For example, the IR Heat can penetrate beyond the eyelid into the Cornea which is undesirable, and could ultimately cause cataracts or other damage. Additionally, the IR mask heater places no pressure whatsoever on the eyelid (despite the description as a compression device) which we have determined is useful to expel the blockage. Moreover, tests conducted on a sample of this mask revealed that in spite of the potential dangers, the mask produced very little actual heat.


United States Patent Publication US2003/0233135 titled “Method and Apparatus for Preventing and Treating Eyelid Problems” to Yee attempts to clear the plugged meibomian glands by means of electrical stimulation of the muscle of Riolan which the invention presumed to aid in the expression of the meibomian gland secretion.

Manual expression of the gland can be painful and is invasive with inconsistent results due to variations in manual control and/or manipulation. This method of treating MGD is also quite uncomfortable to the patient because it requires the physician to squeeze the glands. In addition, there are about 40 to 50 glands between the upper and lower lid, therefore, it is very time consuming to squeeze each gland. This is inefficient for the physician and discomfortable for the patient to endure.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a meibomian gland treatment that overcomes the drawbacks and deficiencies of the prior art.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a meibomian gland treatment that is a single step treatment, thus, eliminating the need for manual expression.

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a meibomian gland treatment which treats meibomian gland disease and not merely its symptoms.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide a meibomian gland treatment that restores the natural sebum flow out of the meibomian glands rather than merely attempting to replace or replicate the naturally occurring tear components.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a meibomian gland treatment which minimizes the chance of infection.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a meibomian gland treatment that is simple, inexpensive, and easy to use by the health care provider and the patient.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, there is provided a method of treating meibomian gland dysfunction in a mammal wherein an occlusion block at least a portion of the flow of naturally occurring secretion out of a gland channel orifice. The invention comprises selecting a device capable of delivering a jet of heated medium. The device is positioned such that when the jet is it is applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid, proximate to the gland channel orifice, a jet of heated medium is applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid proximate to the gland channel orifice at a pressure of from about 2 psi to about 30 psi. Application of the jet of heated medium is maintained for sufficient time to loosen, break up, fracture, soften or liquefy at least a portion of the occlusion such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic cut away view of the upper and lower eyelids illustrating the meibomian glands in cross section.

FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of a single meibomian gland.

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the proposed system for treating meibomian gland disease according to the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a front perspective view of the goggles according to the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a rear perspective view of the goggles according to the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a front perspective view, taken from below and showing the fluid delivery components.

FIG. 7 is a rear perspective view fluid jet orifices according to the present invention.

FIG. 8 illustrates the motor and fluid jet assembly for use on one eye according to the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a front view of the rotor distributor valve according to the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a side view of the input and output ports of rotor distributor valve according to the present invention.

FIGS. 11a through 11d illustrate the path of fluid into the rotor distributor valve, through the rotor and the corresponding distributor exit port.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

While the present invention will be described more fully hereinafter, it is to be understood at the outset that persons of skill in the art may modify the invention herein described while still achieving the favorable results of this invention. Accordingly, the description that follows is to be understood as a broad teaching disclosure directed to persons of skill in the appropriate arts, and not as limiting upon the present invention.

Referring now to FIG. 1, the location of the meibomian glands M are shown on the upper and lower eyelids. As briefly stated herein above, the upper lid contains approximately 25 meibomian glands and the lower lid contains approximately 20 meibomian glands. As shown in FIG. 2, each gland includes a channel C into which the secretion flows and an orifice O which opens on to the eyelid margin and through which the secretion must flow in order to be added to the tear film upon blinking. It will be seen that the glands are of different size, depending upon the location in the eyelid and that the orifice O is narrower than the channel C.

As briefly mentioned herein above, obstruction composition will vary with the etiology which produced it. However, the obstruction will, in most cases, consist of a combination of dead cells, keratin, bacteria, desquamated cells, sebaceous ground substance, milky fluid, inspissated or creamy secretions, or any combination of the foregoing in solid, semi-solid and thickened forms. The obstruction may be in the gland
channel, at the gland orifice, atop the gland orifice or a combination of the foregoing. As employed herein, obstruction refers to any of the foregoing.

Thus, it is self-evident that any obstruction of the channel will restrict or prevent secretions from exiting the gland and further, that in order to clear such obstructions or "occlusions", the obstruction may be loosened from the wall, and/or broken up, fractured, softened, or liquefied so that it will fit through the gland orifice without causing excessive pain. Lastly, the obstruction remnants must be expressed from the gland. The present invention provides a method and apparatus to accomplish these tasks.

According to the present invention, the obstruction P (or at least a portion thereof) should be loosened, broken up, softened or liquefied prior to attempting extraction or expression. With respect to the foregoing, the terms “loosened”, “broken up” “softened” or “liquefied” are intended to mean a “non-solid” at least partially flowable state. In addition, in order to be clinically satisfactory, softening or liquefying of the obstruction P should be effected as quickly as possible and regulated heat treatment time should be as short as possible and the typical patient will require treatment for less than twenty (20) minutes, however, depending on the type and degree of obstruction, longer treatment periods or even multiple treatments may be necessary. It will be noted that the present treatment, even with longer treatment times does not cause damage to the surrounding tissues of the ocular globe or the eye. According to the present invention such heat treatment is provided by means of a heated fluid jet applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid. This necessarily requires the addition of a greater amount of energy (heating) than is deliv- erable by the conventional application of hot compresses which according to current practice are applied for 3-15 minutes prior to the clinician attempting to remove the obstruction. One of the problems with current techniques such as the use of hot compresses, is that the temperature of the heat source begins to drop almost immediately and the present inventors have learned, that in order to soften the obstruction, the temperature must be maintained between about 42°C and about 46°C.

Once the occlusion is loosened, which may be defined as partially broken up, fractured, softened, or liquefied, in whole or in part such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed from the walls of the gland, it may be operated upon such that it will pass through the orifice O in a manner which causes little or no pain or discomfort to the patient. This can be accomplished by heating to softening or liquefying the obstruction up to a range of thirty seven degrees centigrade (37°C) to fifty degrees centigrade (50°C) with the preferred operating range being forty degrees centigrade (40°C) to forty eight degrees centigrade (48°C) and desired modality of forty two degrees centigrade (42°C) to forty six degrees centigrade (46°C) so that it easily passes through the orifice (or with minimal non-painful expansion thereof).

While the present invention will be described with respect to the use of water as the preferred medium, the invention can be executed using a variety of other pumpable mediums such as gases (i.e., air), other liquids (glycerin, oils and the like) and creams. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the apparatus comprises a means for applying a jet of a heated fluid to the exterior surface of the eyelid proximate the occluded meibomian gland. The means comprises broadly a pump 100, goggles 200, and means for delivering a fluid jet to the meibomian glands G.

Further, the terms “proximate the gland” or “proximate to the gland” are meant herein that the fluid jet is directed to a position on the patient sufficiently close to the gland to be expressed or treated such that it will aid in pushing the obstruction from the gland. That position may vary from patient to patient being closer or further from the gland to be treated, but it is within the skill of the practitioner to find a position for each gland on each patient which will accomplish removal of the obstruction.

As illustrated in FIG. 3 the apparatus comprises a pump 100 which may be either AC (wall plug) or DC (battery) powered (not shown). The pump should be between ½ hp and ¼ hp, with ½ hp being preferred based upon currently available data. One such pump is model STQP with pump head Q5CKC manufactured by Fluid Metering, Inc. of Syosset, N.Y. The pump 100 has respective fluid inlet and outlet ports 110, 112. Attached to the respective inlet and outlet ports 110, 112 is a conduit such as Polyester® tubing 114, 116 which connects to a goggle-type mask generally indicated at 200. Further, the pump 100 may be equipped with a heater (not shown) that heats the medium to the desired temperature. It will be noted that the preferred temperature of forty two degrees centigrade (42°C) to forty six degrees centigrade (46°C) is not the fluid temperature at the pump exit, but rather is the temperature of the fluid at the exit of the fluid delivery means 300. Thus, should the heater be located proximate the pump 100, the temperature may have to be higher in order to account for a temperature drop as the fluid travels to the goggle. Alternatively, the heater may be positioned on the tubing proximate the fluid inlet of the goggle or mask 200 where the temperature drop would be minimal due to proximity to the meibomian gland and fast transit time through the apparatus to the meibomian gland. Depending upon the type of heated medium employed and the location of the heater itself, heat may be supplied by means of conduction, convection or radiation, as appropriate.

Mask 200 includes a headband 210 which is connected to the outer edges of mask eyepieces 220. Headband 210 should be fabricated from a flexible material such as rubber, but should maintain the eyepieces firmly in place against the orbit and check areas surrounding the eye. The respective eyepieces are substantially identical in structure and function and for ease of description reference will be made to “an eyepiece” or a component thereof. The eyepiece 220 comprises an oval annulus or ring 230 of a flexible material such as rubber, plastic or neoprene of a size sufficient to cover the orbit of the eye and the eyelids and to create a seal there around. The respective eyepieces are connected together with a nose piece or bridge 240, which in the preferred embodiment is integrally molded with the eyepieces. Similarly, the nose bridge 240 may be a separately attached component, such as in conventional swim goggles. One side of the ring 230 is adapted to lie flush with on the skin of the user and the opposite side is adapted to mount a lens 250 via conventional means (such as adhesive bonding or overmolding) to form a water tight seal. The techniques for lens mounting are well known to those skilled in the art. The lens 250 is integrally molded as a single clear unit and has a bottom wall 255, side walls 260, top wall 265 and front wall 270 which together define a cavity. Drain opening 275 is molded into the bottom wall 255 and front wall 270 has a slit opening 280 which mounts the means for delivering a jet of a heated medium or jet means 300 to the meibomian gland G to be described in greater detail herein below.

The jet means or rotary distributor valve 300 comprises a cylindrical manifold 305 having a bore (not shown) extending along its length. A spiral pattern of jet orifices 310 are positioned along a portion of the length of manifold 305 and each of respective orifices 310 is in fluid communication with the bore. The manifold 305 may also be equipped with a “neutral”
position in which no fluid is permitted to exit the orifices 310. At one end of manifold 305 is an integrally molded gear 315 and a nipple 320 at each end. The manifold 305 is mounted for rotation between the nipples. One nipple serves as the fluid inlet and the other serves as the fluid outlet. A housing 325 having a bore surrounds the manifold 305 which is snugly mounted for rotation therein. The housing 325 has a longitudi-

dinal slit 330 which allows fluid from the respective jet orifices 310 to pass through such that upon rotation of the manifold, the jet orifices 310 are sequentially exposed to the slit 330 and fluid is directed at the eyelid. A small electric or water driven motor 340 is attached to the goggles such that the drive shaft thereof rotates gear 315.

Referring now to FIGS. 8 through 11a-d, another proposed embodiment of the rotary distributor valve 300 is illustrated in detail. The valve 300 comprises a housing 325 and a rotor or manifold 327 that has three vanes 355 and is mounted for rotation in the housing. Positioned on the surface of housing 325 facing the eyelid are a plurality of ports or openings that are in fluid communication with the rotor. Fluid enters the valve 300 through feed port 350 and enters rotor vanes 355. As rotor 327 is rotated by the motor 340, the fluid passes through the vanes 355 and is aligned so that it exits through exhaust ports 365. Motor 340 may be a 324:1 reduction ratio DC motor such as Series 1512 available from FTB. Fluid leaking around the rotor 327 is expelled through the drain port 360. The operation of the rotary distributor valve 300 is schematically illustrated in FIGS. 11a through 11d. FIG. 11a illustrates the vane 355 in alignment with port 365a with ports 365 c,d,e being closed. As vane 355 rotates (FIG. 11b), ports 365 a and b are open, with c and d remaining closed. Further rotation of vane 355 opens ports 365 a, b and c, with d remaining closed (FIG. 11c) and lastly, continued rotation closes port a, with ports b, c and d being open. The respective open ports are indicated by the arrows in FIGS. 11a-11d. Treatment would consist of multiple rotations of the vane and corresponding massage pressure from the respective jets. However, care should be taken to ensure that the jet pressure is less than that which would cause injury to the surface of the cornea should the jet accidentally contact the corneal surface.

In another aspect of the invention, a thin flexible membrane 400 (shown in one eye piece in FIG. 5, such as a plastic membrane (not shown) can be located within the goggle cavity and positioned such that when in place on the eye of the patient, the membrane is substantially in contact with and covers the eyelid. The membrane operates to define a closed chamber into which the fluid jet is directed and which strikes the membrane. The force of the fluid jet is then transmitted through the intervening membrane and the eyelid into the meibomian gland in order to soften and expose the obstruction.

In operation, the patient or healthcare provider would position the device, i.e., the goggles 200 over their eyes with the headband 210 extending around the head to hold the goggles in place such that when the jet of the heated medium is delivered, it is applied to the exterior surface of the eyelid, proximate the meibomian gland(s) to be treated. As previously mentioned, the goggles should be firmly, but comfortably in place to ensure movement upon actuation of the apparatus. Alternatively, the device may be manually held in place against the head. Upon activation of the pump 100, the heated fluid begins to move through tubing 114, 116. During the initial startup of the apparatus, the fluid is circulated by pump 100 and is heated to the required temperature. Once the preferred operating temperature has been reached, the motor 340 is activated and gear 315 begins to rotate, which in turn rotates manifold 305. As manifold 305 rotates, the jets line up sequentially with the slit and the fluid jet is directed on to the exterior surface of the eyelid proximate the occluded meibomian gland. Further, the fluid jet and the slit are constructed such that the fluid jet may be directed from the bottom of the meibomian gland upwards to the orifice end in order to impart a "milking" or upward "massage" type-motion to soften the obstruction and move it upward towards the gland orifice and out of the gland. Further, the fluid jet may also be pulsatary in nature wherein the fluid jet is intermittent. This intermittency may be effected for the jet operating upon a single gland from below upwards towards the orifice, pulsatary across multiple glands. Other pulsatary configurations are also possible. As the manifold 305 rotates, a continuous side to side scan of the eye lid with warm water jets and by allowing only one jet on each eye to be active at any instant in time, effective massage pressure is maximized, while discomfort is minimized. After the fluid has impacted the eyelid, it is collected in drain opening 275 and is drained out of the system loop. In another embodiment of the invention, the water jet may be applied to the surface of the eyelid in a "raster" type pattern wherein the meibomian gland is effec-

tively scanned from side to side in lines from top to bottom to milkingly move the softened obstructive material along the meibomian gland from the end opposite the meibomian gland orifice toward the gland orifice. Thus, this raster pattern of scanning the eyelid or directing the jet to only one or a small area of the eyelid, results in a pulsatile type of force which reduces the patient's perceived pain level and thus, increases the overall pain threshold. It is believed that jet pulse frequencies of less than 300 Hz are effective. Depending upon the composition of the obstruction, repeated application of the heated fluid to the affected gland may be required. The jet of the heated medium should be maintained for sufficient time to loosen, break up, fracture, soften or liquefy at least a portion of the occlusion such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed.

The invention may also employ a chemical agent to clean the gland margin and to remove or exfoliate cells from the meibomian gland orifice. For example Ophthaine® or a similar pharmacological agent may be employed to assist in removing epithelial cells from over the gland orifice. A probe similar to that shown in FIG. 5 may be employed, except that the inner tube will deliver the chemical agent and the suction applied by the outer covering will be used to evacuate the used chemical agent and cellular material mixture away from the gland margin. Similarly, the heating and vibrational features discussed above may also be employed.

Another embodiment of the invention employs the use of chemical or pharmacological agents to open or dilate the gland and gland orifice wherein the obstruction naturally is expressed and returns the normal secretions of the gland. Alternatively, the chemical or pharmaceutical agent would be used to soften or breakup the obstruction with such obstruction being expressed with the use of devices as defined above or combinations thereof. Chemical or pharmacological agents may also be used in connection with the device for post treatment. Once the glands have been opened then chemical or pharmacological agents may be used to enhance the normal production or secretion to maintain the glands in its unblocked state.

Dilation of the meibomian gland channel and orifice may also be employed to loosen or free the obstruction from the gland walls. Dilation may be accomplished by chemical, pharmacological, or mechanical means.

Stimulation of the meibomian gland may also be employed in conjunction with the other modalities discussed above to loosen or fracture the obstruction.
As mentioned herein above, the present invention has been described in detail on conjunction with the figures in connection with the meibomian glands of the eye. The reader will note that the principals of this invention may be applied with equal efficacy to the other glands of the human body and potentially to valuable domesticated farm animals to treat various ailments.

That which is claimed is:

1. A method of treating meibomian gland dysfunction in a mammal wherein an occlusion blocks at least a portion of the flow of naturally occurring secretion out of a gland channel orifice comprising:
   a) selecting a device capable of delivering a jet of heated medium;
   b) positioning the device such that when the jet is delivered it is applied to the exterior surface of a closed eyelid, proximate to the gland channel orifice;
   c) applying a jet of heated medium to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid proximate to the gland at a pressure of from about 2 psi to about 30 psi;
   d) maintaining application of the jet of heated medium to the closed eyelid for sufficient time to loosen, break up, fracture, soften or liquefy at least a portion of the occlusion such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet is applied in a pulsatory manner.

3. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet is applied at a frequency of between 1 Hz and 300 Hz.

4. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet is applied at a frequency of 5 Hz and 60 Hz.

5. A method according to claim 1 wherein the heated medium is applied at a temperature of at least 42°C.

6. A method according to claim 1 wherein the device is positioned by attaching the device to the mammal.

7. A method according to claim 1 wherein the device is positioned by manually holding the device.

8. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet may be repositioned during application of the jet.

9. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet may not be repositioned during application of the jet.

10. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet is applied to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid through an intervening membrane.

11. A method according to claim 1 wherein the jet is directly applied to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid.

12. A method of treating meibomian gland dysfunction in a mammal wherein an occlusion blocks at least a portion of the flow of naturally occurring secretion out of a gland channel orifice comprising:
   a) selecting a device capable of delivering a jet of heated medium;
   b) positioning the device such that when the jet is delivered it is applied to the exterior surface of a closed eyelid, proximate to the gland channel orifice;
   c) applying a jet of heated medium to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid proximate to the gland channel orifice at a pressure of from about 2 psi to about 30 psi;
   d) intermittently maintaining application of the jet of heated medium to the closed eyelid for sufficient time to loosen, break up, fracture, soften or liquefy at least a portion of the occlusion such that at least a portion of the occlusion is removed.

13. A method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is applied in a pulsatory manner.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein the jet is applied at a frequency of between 1 Hz and 300 Hz.

15. A method according to claim 13 wherein the jet is applied at a frequency of between 5 Hz and 60 Hz.

16. A method according to claim 12 wherein the heated medium is applied at a temperature of at least 42°C.

17. A method according to claim 12 wherein the device is positioned by attaching the device to the mammal.

18. A method according to claim 12 wherein the device is positioned by manually holding the device.

19. A method according to claim 12 wherein the jet may be repositioned during application of the jet.

20. A method according to claim 12 wherein the jet may not be repositioned during application of the jet.

21. A method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is indirectly applied to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid through an intervening membrane.

22. A method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is directly applied to the exterior surface of the closed eyelid.

23. The method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is heated by the modalities selected from the group consisting of conduction, convection and radiation.

24. The method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is applied to the meibomian gland in a manner that milkingly moves up the meibomian gland channel from the end opposite the meibomian gland orifice toward the gland orifice.

25. The method according to claim 12 wherein the jet is selected from the group consisting of fluid, gas, and flowable creams.

26. The method according to claim 12 further including the step of positioning a protective membrane over the eye and applying the jet of the heated medium to the membrane such that the jet pressure is transmitted there through and is absorbed by the closed eyelid.

27. The method according to claim 26 wherein the jet is pulsatory.